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PAIR OF VINTAGE ENGLISH EGYPTIAN REVIVAL WHITE THEBES STOOLS
WITH CURVING SEATS

$3,750
A vintage pair of English Egyptian Revival white painted wood Thebes stool from the mid 20th century, with slatted curving

seats, tapering legs on bun feet and intricate aprons. This pair of vintage English Egyptian Revival Thebes stools from the
mid-20th century offers an alluring blend of ancient aesthetics and contemporary craftsmanship, making them a captivating
addition to any interior space. Paying homage to the mystique of Egypt's ancient history, these stools exude an air of exotic

sophistication and charm. The stools are crafted from white painted wood, providing a fresh and clean appearance that
effortlessly complements a variety of color schemes and decor styles. The bright white hue accentuates the stools' striking

design, making them a true focal point in any setting. Each stool showcases a slatted curving seat, its flowing lines offering both
visual intrigue and ergonomic support. The curvature of the seats not only pays tribute to ancient Egyptian designs but also

ensures a comfortable seating experience for the user. The tapering legs of the stools, resting on elegant bun feet, create a sense
of stability and refinement. The aprons' artful patterns captivate the eye and add a layer of depth to the overall design. This

vintage pair of English Egyptian Revival white painted wood Thebes stools from the mid-20th century is a mesmerizing fusion of
ancient inspiration and modern craftsmanship. The slatted curving seats, tapering legs on bun feet, and interesting aprons come

together to create an exquisite seating option that is both comfortable and visually stunning.

Height: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Width: 22.25 in (56.52 cm)

Depth: 22.25 in (56.52 cm)

Seat Height: 15.5 in (39.37 cm)

SKU: A 4421
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